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THE MOST DIFFICULT CONVICTION: THE 
CHALLENGES OF PROSECUTING SEXUAL ASSAULT 

IN NORTH CAROLINA 

RACHEL A. KLINK† 

I. SEXUAL ASSAULTS ARE DEPLORABLY PREVALENT 

THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES TODAY, AND THEY ARE 

HANDLED DIFFERENTLY ON AND OFF COLLEGE CAMPUSES. 

t is an unfortunately well-known fact that sexual assault is a ram-
pant issue on college campuses across the United States today.1 

While rape and sexual assault are not altogether uncommon among 
the general population at large, a college campus is somewhat of a 
“perfect storm” where several simultaneous circumstances contrib-
ute to increased sexual violence.2 In this environment, a greater 
number of people are heavily concentrated into a single area, and 
this concentration is combined with increased drug and alcohol 
use.3 College campuses consist of individuals in the highest risk age 
group for sexual assault victimization, which spans ages sixteen 
through twenty-four.4 

In response to this increased rate of criminal sexual con-
duct, the U.S. Department of Education and its Office for Civil 
Rights (“OCR”) declared and reiterated that sexual violence is a 
form of sex discrimination prohibited by Title IX of the Education 

 
 † Rachel A. Klink is a third-year law student at Wake Forest University School of Law 
and an Editorial Staff Member of the Wake Forest Journal of Law & Policy. She graduated from 
the University of South Carolina with a B.A. in English. She would like to thank her family 
for their support and encouragement through the drafting process. She would also like to 
thank the Office of Student Conduct and Academic Integrity and the Carolina Judicial 
Council at the University of South Carolina for inspiring her to aid in this pursuit of justice.  
 1. See Sexual Assault on College Campuses, OFF. OF WOMEN’S HEALTH, 
https://www.womenshealth.gov/relationships-and-safety/sexual-assault-and-rape/college-sex-
ual-assault (last visited Aug. 31, 2020). 
 2. Alyssa Keehan, Student Sexual Assault: Weathering the Perfect Storm, in UNITED 

EDUCATORS’ RISK RES. BULL. 1 (2014). 
 3. Dianne Carmondy et al., Needs of Sexual Assault Advocates in Campus-Based Sexual 
Assault Centers, 43 C. STUDENT J. 507, 507–08 (June 2009). 
 4. Id. 

I 
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Amendments of 1972.5 In 2011, the OCR sought to further prevent 
discrimination on the basis of sex in education programs by releas-
ing a “significant [policy] guidance document,” colloquially known 
as the “Dear Colleague Letter.”6 This letter detailed schools’ obliga-
tions to respond to sexual violence and provided procedural re-
quirements such as designating a university Title IX coordinator 
and effectuating specific grievance and investigation procedures.7 
The letter also encouraged schools to take proactive measures to 
prevent sexual violence.8 

An unintended consequence of the “Dear Colleague Let-
ter,” universities have become the primary vehicle for reporting sex-
ual assault within the sixteen to twenty-four age group, detracting 
from the utilization and consequently the efficacy of the legal sys-
tem.9 There are some notable distinctions in the manner in which 
higher education departments operate as compared to the manner 
in which criminal judicial systems operate.10 Judicially, there are 
federal and state laws that define criminal sexual offenses and im-
pose criminal sanctions.11 However, the criminal justice system has 
significant weaknesses in handling sexual assault cases, especially 
with reporting failures and pervasive biases.12 These weaknesses are 
especially evident in the state of North Carolina.13 

Through contrast to the campus conduct system, this Com-
ment seeks to address the shortcomings of the criminal justice sys-
tem as it pertains to sexual violence. Specifically, this Comment 
 
 5. See 20 U.S.C. § 1681. 
 6. Letter from Russlynn Ali, Assistant Secretary of Civil Rights to the Office of Civil 
Rights, United States Dept. of Educ., Dear Colleague Letter (Apr. 4, 2011) (on file with Dept. 
of Educ.) [hereinafter Dear Colleague Letter]. 
 7. Id. at 7–8. 
 8. Id. at 14. 
 9. See Kimberly Poole, University Response to the Dear Colleague Letter on Sexual 
Violence: A Case Study, 70–71 (Aug. 2014) (on file with Clemson University). 
 10. Alexandra Brodsky & Elizabeth Deutsch, No, We Can’t Just Leave College Sexual As-
sault to the Police, POLITICO (Dec. 3, 2014), https://www.politico.com/maga-
zine/story/2014/12/uva-sexual-assault-campus-113294#.VISyCWTF90I. 
 11. See 10 U.S. Code § 920; see also N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 14-27.20–.36. 
 12. See Marjorie R. Sable et al., Barriers to Reporting Sexual Assault for Women and Men: 
Perspectives of College Students, 55 J. OF AM. C. HEALTH 157, 158 (2006) (finding “police would 
be biased and cause the respondent trouble” as one of the most common barriers to report-
ing). 
 13. See Seeking Conviction Investigative Collaboration, Questions of Consent can make 
NC sexual assault cases tough to prosecute, CAROLINA PUB. PRESS (Mar. 21, 2019), https://car-
olinapublicpress.org/28772/questions-of-consent-can-make-nc-sexual-assault-cases-tough-
to-prosecute. 
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seeks to pinpoint the various factors that make sexual assault chal-
lenging to successfully prosecute, earning sexual assault the reputa-
tion of the “most difficult [conviction] to get in our system.”14 After 
exploring this issue on a federal level, this Comment will detail the 
historical shortcomings of North Carolina specifically. It will ex-
plore whether the current North Carolina criminal justice system is 
structurally able to provide justice and healing to survivors of sexual 
assault. Finally, this Comment will propose potential reforms to 
achieve this goal. 

A. Sexual Assault as a University Issue 

During remarks at the White House in 2014, President 
Barack Obama announced, “it is estimated that one in five women 
on college campuses has been sexually assaulted during their time 
there—one in five.”15 This “one in five” statistic was immediately 
thrust into national news and became regarded as one of the most 
high-profile statistics in modern media.16 

To combat this heightened occurrence of violent crime and 
protect vulnerable students, the U.S. Department of Education and 
its OCR published the “Dear Colleague Letter.”17 This letter ad-
dressed all recipients of federal financial assistance, which includes 
school districts, colleges, and universities.18 To assist these recipi-
ents in meeting the obligations of Title IX, the letter summarized 
the national victimization statistics, explained the requirements of 
Title IX, and discussed schools’ responsibility to take “immediate 
and effective steps to end sexual harassment and sexual violence.”19 
To ensure that “all students feel safe and have the opportunity to 
benefit fully from their schools’ education programs and activities,” 
the OCR also offered technical assistance to aid recipients in achiev-
ing voluntary compliance with Title IX.20 

 
 14. Id. 
 15. Glenn Kessler, One in Five Women in College Sexually Assaulted: An Update on this Sta-
tistic, WASH. POST (Dec. 17, 2014, 6:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/fact-
checker/wp/2014/12/17/one-in-five-women-in-college-sexually-assaulted-an-update. 
 16. Alexandra Rutherford, What the Origins of the “1 in 5” Statistic Teaches Us About Sexual 
Assault Policy, BEHAV. SCIENTIST (Sept. 17, 2018), https://behavioralscientist.org/what-the-
origins-of-the-1-in-5-statistic-teaches-us-about-sexual-assault-policy. 
 17. See generally Dear Colleague Letter, supra note 6. 
 18. Id. at 1. 
 19. Id. at 2. 
 20. Id. at 19. 
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Consequently, all public universities in the United States 
have departments and organizations dedicated to preventing sexual 
assault, interpersonal violence, dating violence, and harassment.21 
Through these initiatives, students  can access information and ed-
ucational tools, report violations and behavior that threatens cam-
pus safety, prompt an impartial investigation, request a student con-
duct hearing or other adjudication process, obtain restraining 
orders and orders of protection, and request accommodations such 
as class schedule and housing changes.22 These offices serve the crit-
ical function of ensuring campus and community safety by investi-
gating the matter thoroughly, holding the perpetrator accountable, 
and ensuring that the survivor gets the just outcome and compas-
sionate help he or she needs.23 However, a significant portion of the 
survivors that opt to seek university imposed-sanctions and re-
sources through the student conduct system never file criminal 
charges or seek legal recourse.24 This remains true even for students 
that have met the requisite evidentiary burden to “win” their cases 
at the university level.25 Logistically, universities have become the 
vehicle for reporting sexual violence, and it has detracted from the 
utilization of the legal system for recourse.26 

Because the purpose of the campus conduct process is to 
determine whether a policy or code of conduct has been violated 
and to decide the appropriate sanctions in the determination of a 
violation, the university system serves an entirely separate function 
from the legal system.27 For this reason, university systems simply 

 
 21. See Stop Sexual Assault, U. OF S.C., https://www.sc.edu/about/initia-
tives/safety/stop_sexual_assault/index.php (last visited Feb. 7, 2020); see also Office of Sexual 
Misconduct Prevention & Response, PENN ST., https://titleix.psu.edu (last visited Feb.7, 2020). 
 22. Dear Colleague Letter, supra note 6, at 14–17. 
 23. Stop Sexual Assault–Supporting Survivors, U. OF S.C., https://www.sc.edu/about/initi-
atives/safety/stop_sexual_assault/how_we_can_help/as_ an_employee/index.php (last vis-
ited Aug. 23, 2020). 
 24. Libby Nelson, Colleges struggle to investigate sexual assaults. But why are they involved at 
all?, VOX (Dec 9, 2014, 3:30 PM), https://www.vox.com/2014/12/9/7361275/ sexual-as-
sault-title-ix. 
 25. See id. 
 26. Id. 
 27. CHRIS LOSCHIAVO & JENNIFER L. WALLER, ASS’N FOR STUDENT CONDUCT ADMIN., 
THE PREPONDERANCE OF EVIDENCE STANDARD: USE IN HIGHER EDUCATION CAMPUS 

CONDUCT PROCESSES (2014), https://www.theasca.org/files/The%20Preponder-
ance%20of%20Evidence%20St-andard.pdf. 
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cannot operate in the same way as the criminal justice system and 
vice versa.28 

Perhaps the most notable difference between the two pro-
cesses is the varying standard of proof.29 The Association for Stu-
dent Conduct Administration—the leading professional organiza-
tion dedicated to student conduct administration within higher 
education in the United States—vocalized that the preponderance 
of the evidence standard is the most appropriate standard to apply 
in the educational student conduct environment.30 Under the pre-
ponderance standard, the burden of proof is met when the party 
with the burden convinces the fact finder that there is a greater than 
fifty percent chance that the claim is true.31 The standard in crimi-
nal proceedings is beyond a reasonable doubt, which specifies that 
“facts proven true must, by virtue of their probative force, establish 
guilt.”32 Beyond a reasonable doubt is the appropriate burden of 
proof in this context because the criminal process could result in 
the deprivation of an individual’s freedom.33 In contrast, public in-
stitutions of higher education have been required to provide stu-
dents who may be suspended or expelled with minimal due pro-
cess.34 Nevertheless, campus conduct offices are not legal 
institutions, nor do they have the authority to act as the legal sys-
tem.35 By the same token, many issues within the criminal justice 
system cannot be fixed simply by emulating the processes of campus 
conduct offices.36 

Nonetheless, university departments dedicated to protect-
ing students and preventing this recurrent sexual misconduct are 
salient in the way that they seem to place a tremendous emphasis 

 
 28. Id. 
 29. Id. 
 30. Id. 
 31. Preponderance of the evidence, LEGAL INFO. INST., https://www.law.cor-
nell.edu/wex/preponderance_of_the_evidence (last visited Feb. 5, 2020). 
 32. Loschiavo & Waller, supra note 27.  
 33. Id. 
 34. See St. John Dixon et al. v. Alabama State Bd. of Educ. et al., 294 F.2d 150, 159 (5th 
Cir. 1961). 
 35. Loschiavo & Waller, supra note 27. 
 36. See Tamara King & Benjamin White, An Attorney’s Role in the Conduct Process, ASS’N 

FOR STUDENT CONDUCT ADMIN., https://www.theasca.org/files/Best%20Practices/Attor-
ney%20role%20in%20conduct%20process%20%202.pdf. 
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on fostering a safe, compassionate, survivor-focused community.37 
This is a stark contrast from the legal system, in which many survi-
vors opt not to come forward and report their victimization, largely 
out of fear that they will not be believed.38 

B. Sexual Assault as a Federal and State Issue 

Sexual assault prevention and intervention is not a new ini-
tiative in the United States.39 In fact, the activism of the Women’s 
Movement of the 1970s was a driving force behind the monumental 
progress that has been made in the United States in the past four 
decades.40 More recently, the social-media trending “Me Too” 
movement was founded in 2006 to help survivors of sexual violence 
find healing through various resources and community-based advo-
cacy.41 

In spite of this ever-growing policy platform and survivor-fo-
cused community, recent criminal victimization reports published 
by the U.S. Department of Justice’s Bureau of Justice Statistics indi-
cate that occurrences of rape and sexual assault have increased in 
recent years.42 According to the September 2019 report of the Bu-
reau of Justice Statistics, the number of violent crime victims age 
twelve or older increased from 2.7 million in 2015 to 3.3 million in 
2018.43 This increase is directly attributable to increases in the num-
ber of victims of rape and sexual assault.44 The rate of rape and sex-
ual assault nearly doubled from 1.4 victimizations per 1,000 persons 

 
 37. See Our Commitment to Preventing Sexual Discrimination, WAKE FOREST U.: TITLE IX 

AND SEXUAL MISCONDUCT, https://titleix.wfu.edu/about-the-title-ix-office-2/our-commit-
ment-to-preventing-sexual-discrimination-and-misconduct (last visited Feb. 7, 2020) (which 
seeks to foster “a campus community that strives to prevent unlawful gender discrimination 
and sexual misconduct in all their forms, to compassionately respond to and support survi-
vors as well as those affected by sexual misconduct, and to ensure the equitable treatment 
of persons accused of wrongdoing.”). 
 38. Beverly Engel, Why Don’t Victims of Sexual Harassment Come Forward Sooner?, 
PSYCHOL. TODAY (Nov. 16, 2017), https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-com-
passion-chronicles/201711/why-dont-victims-sexual-harassment-come-forward-sooner. 
 39. Dianne Carmondy et al., Needs of Sexual Assault Advocates in Campus-Based Sexual 
Assault Centers, 43 COLL. STUDENT J., 507, 507 (June 2009). 
 40. Id. 
 41. See ME TOO, https://metoomvmt.org/get-to-know-us/history-inception (last vis-
ited Aug. 25, 2020). 
 42. RACHEL E. MORGAN ET AL., CRIMINAL VICTIMIZATION, 2018, BUREAU OF JUST. STAT. 
6 (2019). 
 43. Id. at 1. 
 44. Id. 
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age twelve or older in 2017 to 2.7 per 1,000 persons in 2018.45 In 
2018, 734,630 individuals (2.7 individuals per each 1,000) reported 
that they had been the victim of rape or sexual assault.46 

While these statistics serve to demonstrate that sexual vio-
lence is an enduring concern in our society, they also expose the 
vast discrepancy between the number of individuals that admit in a 
survey to being sexually assaulted and the number of individuals 
that actually report being sexually assaulted to law enforcement.47 
The National Crime Victimization Survey is a self-reported survey 
that is administered annually from January 1 to December 31.48 The 
survey measures both crime reported to and not reported to po-
lice.49 In contrast, the Uniform Crime Reporting (“UCR”) program 
administered by the Federal Bureau of Investigation measures only 
crime that was actually reported to the police.50 Thus, these two da-
tabases can be compared to measure the discrepancy between the 
size of the population of individuals that are victims of violent crime 
and the smaller group of those who actually seek police investiga-
tion. 

In 2018, the UCR reported 0.7 rapes or sexual assaults per 
1,000 persons age twelve or older.51 Based on the most recent sur-
vey, the percentage of rape or sexual assault victimizations reported 
to the police declined from forty percent in 2017 to twenty-five per-
cent the following year in spite of the fact that the victimization rate 
actually increased in the same period of time.52 

Nationally, less than twenty-five percent of rape or sexual as-
sault victims report to the police.53 Of those who do report, the UCR 
documents that only about twenty percent of reports lead to an ar-
rest.54 According to the nonprofit organization Rape, Abuse and In-
cest National Network (“RAINN”), the nation’s largest anti-sexual 

 
 45. Id. 
 46. Id. at 4. 
 47. See id. at 6. 
 48. See MORGAN ET AL., supra note 42, at 2. 
 49. Id. at 6.  
 50. Id. 
 51. Id. 
 52. Id. at 7. 
 53. Id. 
 54. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION: CRIME IN THE UNITED STATES 2018 (2018), 
https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2018/crime-in-the-u.s.-2018/tables/table-1; see also 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION: CRIME IN THE UNITED STATES 2018 (2018), 
https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2018/crime-in-the-u.s.-2018/tables/table-43. 
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violence organization, only about half of arrests lead to trial.55 Fur-
ther, rape trials end in conviction approximately thirty-five percent 
of the time according to a Department of Justice survey published 
in 2013.56 Taken together, this means that less than one percent of 
sexual assaults committed in the United States actually result in a 
conviction.57 

These statistics serve to show that rape is currently the easiest 
violent crime to get away with in the United States.58 Out of every 
1,000 sexual assaults, 995 perpetrators will walk free.59 Sexual as-
sault victimization is also evaluated at the state level.60 States have 
adopted their own specific laws to define the criminal conduct that 
could constitute sexual assault.61 State legislative efforts have con-
tributed tremendously to the substantial progress made in recent 
years.62 

II. NORTH CAROLINA IS NOTEWORTHY TO STUDY BECAUSE OF 

ITS DISREPUTABLE HISTORY AND EXTENSIVE REPORTING 

FAILURES. 

In a problematic national framework, North Carolina still 
manages to stand out from other states due to its shameful history 
and widespread reporting failures.63 According to the North Caro-
lina Coalition Against Sexual Assault, in North Carolina, fewer than 
one in four defendants actually charged with sexual assault are con-
victed of sexual assault or a reduced charge.64 This means that the 
vast majority of defendants arrested for sexual assault in North 

 
 55. The Criminal Justice System: Statistics, RAPE, ABUSE & INCEST NAT’L NETWORK (2017), 
https://www.rainn.org/statistics/criminal-justice-system. 
 56. Id. 
 57. Liza Anderson, Why are we so bad at prosecuting sexual assault?, THE DALL. MORNING 

NEWS (Sept., 15, 2019, 2:00 AM), https://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/commen-
tary/2019/09/15/why-are-we-so-bad-at-prosecuting-sexual-assault. 
 58. See The Criminal Justice System: Statistics, supra note 55. 
 59. Id. 
 60. See State Law Database, RAPE, ABUSE & INCEST NAT’L NETWORK, 
https://apps.rainn.org/policy (last visited Aug. 31, 2020).  
 61. See N.C. Gen. Stat. § 14-27.20. 
 62. DIANA BOESCH ET AL., CTR. FOR AMERICAN PROGRESS: DRIVING CHANGE IN STATES 

TO COMBAT SEXUAL HARASSMENT 8–10 (2019). 
 63. Carolina Public Press Collaboration, NC convicts fewer than one in four sexual assault 
defendants, analysis shows, NEWS & OBSERVER (Mar. 18, 2019, 2:37 PM), https://www.newsob-
server.com/news/state/north-carolina/article227876854.html. 
 64. Id. 
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Carolina are ultimately not convicted of anything related to sexual 
assault.65 According to a study conducted by the Carolina Public 
Press Collaboration, thirty-eight of North Carolina’s one hundred 
counties reported zero sexual assault convictions from January 1, 
2014 to June 30, 2018—not a single conviction in over four and a 
half years.66 

A. North Carolina’s Troubling History and Current 
Failures 

Historically, North Carolina’s treatment of sexual assault 
survivors has been disgraceful. In 1993, North Carolina became the 
very last state in the United States to outlaw marital rape.67 For dec-
ades, North Carolina courts upheld the 1979 decision in State v. Way 
that consent to sexual activity could not be withdrawn once given. 
The North Carolina Supreme Court stated in Way that “consent in-
itially given could be withdrawn and if the intercourse continued 
through the use of force or threat of force and that the act at that 
point was no longer consensual.”68 However, the court limited this 
rule, stating that it only applies to “those situations in which there is 
evidence of more than one act of intercourse between the prosecu-
trix and the accused.”69 Thus, the court clarified in its decision that 
consent could not be withdrawn in the middle of a sexual act, stat-
ing, “this is not the law.”70 In this decision, the North Carolina Su-
preme Court also significantly narrowed the definition of rape.71 
They stated that “if the actual penetration is accomplished with the 
woman’s consent, the accused is not guilty of rape.”72 This meant 
that if an individual consented initially to a sexual act, they were 
then legally unable to withdraw consent during the same sexual act, 
even if it escalated to become painful or violent.73 The court’s 

 
 65. See id. 
 66. Id. 
 67. See generally Helaine Olen, THE LAW: Most States Now Ban Marital Rape: Until the 
70’s, the act generally was not a crime. In California, it can be treated as a misdemeanor or felony, 
L.A. TIMES (Oct. 22, 1991, 12:00 AM), https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1991-10-
22-mn-163-story.html. 
 68. State v. Way, 254 S.E. 2d 760, 761 (N.C. 1979). 
 69. Id. 
 70. Id. at 762. 
 71. Id. at 761. 
 72. Id. at 762. 
 73. Id. 
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interpretation of the law also permitted furtive practices such as 
“stealthing,” the act of secretly removing a condom during sex after 
a partner has consented to having protected sex.74 In the last forty 
years, prosecutors have declined to file charges against assailants 
who continued to have sex after their partners told them to stop.75 

Further, in 2008, the North Carolina Court of Appeals ruled 
in State v. Haddock that having sexual relations with an incapacitated 
person is not illegal if that person contributed to his or her own 
condition through the use of drugs or alcohol.76 In this case, the 
court interpreted the term “mental incapacitation.”77 It found the 
phrase “due to any act committed upon the victim” to mean the vic-
tim’s mental incapacitation was a defense to the charge of rape if 
the victim contributed to her own condition.78 Thus, the court 
granted the defendant a new trial, even though he “unlawfully, will-
fully and feloniously did carnally know and abuse [the victim], who 
was at the time mentally disabled, mentally incapacitated and/or 
physically helpless.”79 

Today, North Carolina has the most untested rape kits in the 
United States.80 In 2018, the state crime laboratory reported finding 
15,160 untested rape kits in law enforcement custody across the 
state.81 

B. North Carolina’s Progress Thus Far 

North Carolina deserves some recognition for the substan-
tial progress it has made since the Women’s Movement of the 1970s, 
and especially in the past several months. The longstanding prece-
dent established by State v. Way that withdrawal of consent was not 

 
 74. Alexandra Brodsky, “Rape Adjacent”: Imagining Legal Responses to Nonconsensual Con-
dom Removal, 32 COLUMBIA J. GENDER & L. 183, 183–84 (2017). 
 75. Kate Martine, Signs of life for NC sexual assault reforms after legislation declared dead, 
Kate Martin, CAROLINA PUB. PRESS (Aug.16, 2019), https://caro-
linapublicpress.org/29219/signs-of-life-for-nc-sexual-assault-reforms-after-legislation-de-
clared-dead. 
 76. State v. Haddock, 664 S.E.2d 339, 347 (N.C. Ct. App. 2008) 
 77. Id. at 341. 
 78. Id. at 346. 
 79. Id. at 342, 347. 
 80. Where the Backlog Exists and What’s Happening to End It, END THE BACKLOG, 
http://www.endthebacklog.org/backlog/where-backlog-exists-and-whats-happening-end-
it (last visited Aug. 31, 2020). 
 81. North Carolina, END THE BACKLOG, http://www.endthebacklog.org/north-carolina 
(last visited Aug. 31, 2020). 
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legally permitted was overturned on December 1, 2019 when Senate 
Bill 563 amended Article 7B of Chapter 14 of the North Carolina 
General Statutes.82 Section 14-27.37 now states that a person who 
consents to a sexual act can withdraw that consent at any time dur-
ing the course of sex.83 

House Bill 393 was filed in March 2019 to remedy North Car-
olina’s archaic laws regarding self-induced incapacitation.84 The bill 
modernized the language used in Article 7B of Chapter 14 of the 
General Statutes, to define mentally incapacitated as “a victim who 
due to (i) any act, whether committed by a perpetrator or the victim 
or (ii) a poisonous or controlled substance provided to the victim, 
is rendered substantially incapable of either appraising the nature 
of his or her conduct, or resisting the act of the vaginal intercourse 
or sexual act.”85 In 2019, the “Survivor Act,” House Bill 29, was 
signed into law.86 Starting July 1, 2019, this law requires the medical 
facility or other agency that collects any rape kit to notify law en-
forcement within twenty-four hours of collection.87 Law enforce-
ment must then retrieve the kit within seven days and submit it to 
the lab within forty-five days.88 

III. MANY SEXUAL ASSAULT CASES ARE EITHER NEVER 

REPORTED OR THEY FAIL IN COURT BECAUSE SURVIVORS 

FACE UNIQUE CHALLENGES IN PRESENTING THE REQUISITE 

PROOF. 

While the progress made in the last four decades has been 
significant, the criminal justice system today continues to fail sexual 
assault survivors.89 Susan Estrich’s words, written in 1986, still ring 
true: 
 
 82. Right to Revoke Consent, S.B. 563, 2019 Gen. Assemb., 2019-2020 Sess. (N.C. 
2019). 
 83. Id. 
 84. Modernizing Sexual Assault Laws, H.B. 393, 2019 Gen. Assemb., 2019-2020 Sess. 
(N.C. 2019). 
 85. N.C. H.B. 393 (emphasis added). 
 86. Standing Up for Rape Victims Act of 2019, H.B. 29 § 15A-266.5A, 2019 Gen. As-
semb., 2019-2020 Sess. (N.C. 2019). 
 87. END THE BACK LOG, supra note 81. 
 88. Id. 
 89. See generally Joshua New, The Criminal Justice System Fails Sexual Assault Survivors, but 
Data can Help, CTR. FOR DATA INNOVATION (Aug. 26, 2016), https://www.datainnova-
tion.org/2016/08/the-criminal-justice-system-fails-sexual-assault-survivors-but-data-can-
help. 
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Rape is most assuredly not the only crime in which 
consent is a defense; but it is the only crime that has 
required the victim to resist physically in order to es-
tablish nonconsent. Nor is rape the only crime where 
prior relationship is taken into account by prosecu-
tors in screening cases; yet we have not asked whether 
considering prior relationship in rape cases is differ-
ent, and less justifiable, than considering it in cases 
of assault.90 

A. Why Sexual Assaults Appear “Unprovable” 

Given North Carolina’s troubling history replete with victim-
blaming and consent laws designed to protect the perception of as-
sailants, it is unsurprising that a significant number of sexual assault 
cases are never reported.91 Of those that are reported, many fail in 
court because victims face unique challenges in presenting the req-
uisite proof for a conviction.92 There are several reasons why sexual 
assaults appear difficult to prove, both from the perspective of the 
survivors and the prosecutors that must argue these cases. 

i. The Unbearably Traumatic Experience 
of Sexual Assault Prosecution 

First, sexual assault prosecution is a traumatic experience 
for survivors, who are forced to remember painful details and “re-
live” their assault many times.93 Sexual assault is a particularly inti-
mate and brutal crime;94 it violates the victim in a way that is unique 
to other violent crimes.95 Rape involves the “total loss of control of 
one’s body” and can haunt the victim, making him or her feel 

 
 90. Susan Estrich, Rape, 95 YALE L.J. 1087, 1090–91 (1986). 
 91. See Lucia Graves, North Carolina’s rape law loophole was only closed because the women it 
harmed spoke out, NBC (Nov. 5, 2019, 4:45 PM), https://www.nbcnews.com/ think/opin-
ion/north-carolina-s-rape-law-loophole-was-only-closed-because-ncna1076646. 
 92. See Carolina Public Press Collaboration, supra note 13. 
 93. Meg Gavin et al., Allowing Adult Sexual Assault Victims to Testify at Trial via Live Video 
Technology, in NATIONAL CRIME VICTIM LAW INSTITUTE’S VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 

BULLETIN 1–2 (2011). 
 94. Violent Crime, NAT’L INST. OF JUST., https://nij.ojp.gov/topics/crimes/violent-
crime (last visited Aug. 31, 2020). See generally Mary Wood, City Attorney Shares Reality of Pros-
ecuting Sexual Assault Cases, U. OF VA. SCH. OF L., https://www.law.vir-
ginia.edu/news/2001_02/zug.htm (last visited Oct. 8, 2020). 
 95. See generally Wood, supra note 94 (“rape ‘involves a total loss of control of one’s 
body’ and can haunt the victim, usually a woman, making her feel ashamed and humiliated 
. . . ‘That loss of control results in a lot of feelings.’”). 
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ashamed and humiliated.96 The public nature of the criminal pro-
ceedings is very invasive, and survivors often choose to suffer pri-
vately and remain quiet than put themselves through it.97 To pro-
vide the details necessary for a conviction, survivors have to recall 
their experiences repeatedly.98 Victims have to relay the story to po-
lice officers and investigators, share relevant details of their experi-
ence with legal counsel, answer questions during court proceed-
ings, and reiterate graphic details to perplexed and skeptical 
jurors.99 

Further, in order to substantiate their reports, victims often 
must subject themselves to a sexual assault forensic exam, colloqui-
ally known as a “rape kit.”100 During this exam, the survivor’s body 
is a crime scene.101 To ensure the collection of as much evidence as 
possible, victims are instructed to avoid activities that could poten-
tially damage remaining physical evidence, such as bathing, show-
ering, using the restroom, changing clothes, combing hair, or 
cleaning up the area—all activities that could bring a survivor po-
tential comfort or relief, however slight, after enduring a traumatic 
experience. 102 These “rape kits,” also called Sexual Assault Evi-
dence Kits, are extremely thorough.103 The kits may include bags 
and paper for evidence collection, a comb, swabs, and materials for 
blood samples.104 This evidence collection may require examina-
tions of the mouth, vagina and or anus, and may include taking 
samples of blood, hair, urine, and swabs of body surface areas.105 In 
addition to being examined head to toe, the victim may have to be 
photographed for evidence of physical harm and may have to relin-
quish the clothing off of his or her back for documentation.106 This 
 
 96. Id. 
 97. Id. 
 98. See Gavin, supra note 93, at 1–2. 
 99. See Carrie Arnold, Life After Rape: The Sexual Assault Issue No One’s talking About, 
WOMEN’S HEALTH (Sept. 13, 2016) https://www.womenshealthmag.com/ 
life/a19899018/ptsd-after-rape. 
 100. What is a Sexual Assault Forensic Exam?, RAPE, ABUSE & INCEST NAT’L NETWORK 

(2017), https://www.rainn.org/articles/rape-kit. 
 101. Marty Hobe, ‘Your body is a Crime Scene’: Survivor Works to Help Prevent Future Rape 
Kit Backlogs, WTMJ-TV (Aug. 14, 2019, 11:53 PM), https://www.tmj4.com/news/i-
team/your-body-is-a-crime-scene-survivor-works-to-help-prevent-future-rape-kit-backlogs. 
 102. See What is a Sexual Assault Forensic Exam, supra note 100. 
 103. See id. 
 104. Id. 
 105. Id. 
 106. Id. 
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process is not only intimate and potentially embarrassing, but could 
be emotionally distressing when a survivor is in the midst of pro-
cessing what has happened.107 It is easy to understand why a survivor 
would opt not to subject himself or herself to this invasive evidence 
collection process. 

In addition to wanting to avoid this invasive process, survi-
vors cite many reasons for not reporting, including the fear of retal-
iation; not wanting family members or others to know; wanting to 
keep a private, intimate matter private; fear of the lack of evidence; 
fear of getting the offender in trouble with the law; fear that the 
crime committed against them was not “serious enough” to warrant 
a conviction; or fear of the justice system itself.108 

ii. Causes and Effects of Delayed 
Reporting 

Second, because victims fear to come forward for the pleth-
ora of reasons previously stated, reporting often does not take place 
immediately after the sexual assault occurs.109 Reporting, if done at 
all, may occur days, months, or years later.110 Sexual assault is a de-
humanizing act; the survivor feels defiled and personally invaded, 
and this often results in self-blame and considerable shame.111 
When considering the perspective of the survivor, delayed report-
ing seems understandable enough, given the traumatic nature of 
sexual assault and the invasive and potentially traumatic procedures 
of sexual assault prosecution. However, delayed reporting is a sig-
nificant barrier to obtaining a conviction.112 
 
 107. See Hobe, supra note 101. 
 108. MD. COAL. AGAINST SEXUAL ASSAULT, REPORTING SEXUAL ASSAULT: WHY 

SURVIVORS OFTEN DON’T (2013), https://ocrsm.umd.edu/files/Why-Is-Sexual-Assault-Un-
der-Reported.pdf. 
 109. See Shaila Dewan, Why Women Can Take Years to Come Forward With Sexual Assault 
Allegations, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 18, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/18/us/ka-
vanaugh-christine-blasey-ford.html. 
 110. See id. 
 111. See Wood, supra note 94; see also Kaelyn Forde, Why more women don’t report sexual 
assaults: A survivor speaks out, ABC NEWS (Sept. 27, 2018, 10:40 AM), 
https://abcnews.go.com/US/women-report-sexual-assaults-survivor-
speaks/story?id=57985818. 
 112. Brandon Stahl et al., Five factors that can determine the fate of a sexual assault case, 
STARTRIBUNE (Dec. 18, 2018), https://www.startribune.com/five-factors-that-can-deter-
mine-the-fate-of-a-sexual-assault-case/501637071 (“About one-third of cases are reported two or 
more days after the sexual assault occurred. A delay makes it less likely investigators will collect evidence 
and track down witnesses.”).  
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A delay in reporting often leads judges, juries, and the gen-
eral public at large to question the credibility of the survivor.113 Fact-
finders may deem a survivor’s delay in reporting to be an attempt 
to fabricate a story or to punish the alleged “perpetrator” for a re-
grettable sexual experience.114 Additionally, a considerable delay in 
the reporting timeline may make the survivor’s story seem less be-
lievable.115 The first report of an observed event is normally the 
most accurate description produced; details of the incident fade as 
time progresses, and memories are unintentionally but inevitably 
“tainted” when discussed with others.116 Additionally, physical evi-
dence that was available shortly following the sexual assault, such as 
evidence acquired via sexual assault forensic exams, may no longer 
be available after a substantial lapse of time.117 

The desire to report immediately is not universal among vic-
tims of trauma.118 Sexual assault victims have a full range of re-
sponses that cannot be restricted to a limited conceptualization of 
trauma.119 “Person by event by environment” influences such as 
gender, class, education, ethnicity, and previous victimization expe-
riences may influence a survivor’s reaction to sexual violence, as this 
painful event may either shatter the survivor’s assumption of a just 
world or reinforce negative worldviews.120 Sexual assault is a unique 
trauma because while some sexual assaults may include violence, 
injury, and fear of death, this is not true of all assaults.121 Effects of 
trauma include anxiety, fear, anger, shaking and trembling, irrita-
bility, difficulty concentrating, and calor, the manifestation of in-
tense heat throughout the body—some of which are indicators of 
PTSD.122 Prominent symptoms of sexual assault include depression, 

 
 113. Elaine Craig, Disclosure to Complainant Credibility in Cases of Sexual Offence, 36 
QUEEN’S L.J. 551, 553 (2011). 
 114. Kassandra Altantulkhuur, A Second Rape: Testing Victim Credibility through Prior 
False Accusations, 2018 U. ILL. L. REV. 1091, 1105–06 (2018). 
 115. Craig, supra note 113, at 553. 
 116. See Altantulkhuur, supra note 114, at 1114. 
 117. Stahl et al., supra note 112. 
 118. See Kurt Weis & Sandra S. Borges, Victimology and Rape: The Case of the Legitimate 
Victim, 8 ISSUES IN CRIMINOLOGY 71, 98–100 (1973). 
 119. See Wood, supra note 94. 
 120. Sharon M. Wasco, Conceptualizing the Harm done by Rape: Applications of Trauma The-
ory to Experiences of Sexual Assault, 4 TRAUMA, VIOLENCE, & ABUSE 309, 316 (2003). 
 121. Id. at 312. 
 122. Id. at 314 (emphasis in original). 
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low self-esteem, self-blame, and feelings of objectification—none of 
which are hallmark symptoms of PTSD. 

These symptoms may discourage survivors from seeking 
help, which can hinder their recovery.123 It is imperative that jurors 
not see survivors in a negative light for not demonstrating the stere-
otypical signs of distress, such as crying, severe anxiety, shakiness, 
or hostility.124 Survivors may not be distraught and crying and break-
ing down on the stand when detailing their traumatic experience.125 
As a coping mechanism, survivors may disassociate from their own 
story.126 

iii. Jurors’ Unrealistic Expectations 
Regarding the “Provability” of Sexual 
Assaults 

Third, many jurors have personal biases as well as ill-in-
formed views of what evidence is actually available in a criminal sex-
ual assault case.127 Many criminal attorneys hesitate to bring these 
cases to court because of the proven tendency of juries to find in 
favor of the defendant.128 

Jurors are frequently skeptical regarding crimes such as sex-
ual assault due to deeply engrained biases.129 The general public 
accepts “rape myths” as fact; it is not uncommon for jurors to as-
sume that survivors have fabricated their rapes due to ulterior 

 
 123. Id. at 313–14. 
 124. Brock University, Mental Health and Awareness: Signs of distress, 
https://brocku.ca/mental-health/signs-of-distress/#behavioural (last visited Aug. 31, 
2020). 
 125. Carolina Press Collaboration, NC convicts fewer than one in four sexual assault defend-
ants, analysis shows, NEWS & OBSERVER (Mar. 18, 2019, 7:18 AM), https://www.newsob-
server.com/news/state/north-carolina/article227876854.html. 
 126. Brickel and Associates LLC, Disassociation: How People Cope with Trauma They Want 
to Forget, https://brickelandassociates.com/dissociation-from-trauma (last visited Aug. 31, 
2020).  
 127. Natalie Taylor, Juror attitudes and biases in sexual assault cases, 344 TRENDS & ISSUES 

CRIMES AND CRIM. JUST. 1, 1 (2007). 
 128. Leila Atassi, Fears of juror biases often prevent rape cases from making it to trial, Cuyahoga 
County prosecutors say, CLEVELAND.COM, https://www.cleveland.com/ 
metro/2010/10/fears_of_juror_biases_often_pr.html#:~:text=Metro-,Fears%20of%20ju-
ror%20biases%20often%20prevent%20rape%20cases%20from%20making,trial%2C%20Cuya-
hoga%20County%20prosecutors%20say&text=And%20that%20means%20many%20cases,regis-
ter%20as%20a%20sex%20offender (last updated Jan. 12, 2019). 
 129. Id. 
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motives.130 A common bias in sexual assault cases is that survivors 
should resist their attackers by screaming and fighting.131 Another 
bias, the “availability bias,” is the principle that people will use the 
facts available to them to place blame on an individual for what has 
happened.132 In sexual assault cases, this means that jurors immedi-
ately (even subconsciously) start working to assign blame or causa-
tion.133 When the evidence is weak, a juror may decide not to believe 
the reporting victim. 

Additionally, jurors frequently want to see DNA, finger-
prints, or other forensic evidence to substantiate a survivor’s report 
of assault-evidence that typically does not exist in these cases.134 
Much of the evidence used to meet the requisite burden of proof is 
non-scientific.135 If a survivor opts not to be examined at a hospital 
immediately following the assault, forensic evidence may no longer 
be available; wounds have healed and showers have washed away 
evidence of sexual contact.136 

iv. Problems During Trial 

Fourth, there are several issues unique to sexual assault tri-
als, such as a lack of witnesses to the crime, a personal relationship 
between the alleged perpetrator and alleged victim, and difficulty 
determining whether consent was obtained.137 Generally, sexual as-
sault is a crime committed in a private location where the only two 
people present are the alleged perpetrator and the alleged vic-
tim.138 Thus, it is quite common that only the victim and defendant 
know exactly what occurred, and the lack of other witnesses with 

 
 130. Deborah Tuerkheimer, Incredible Women: Sexual Violence and the Credibility Discount, 
166 U. PA. L. REV. 1, 17 (2017). 
 131. See Jennifer Gentile Long, Explaining Counterintuitive Victim Behavior in Domestic Vi-
olence and Sexual Assault Cases, 1 THE VOICE 1, 2 (2006). 
 132. See William Friedland and Alexandra Rudolph, The bias beneath: Uncovering juror 
bias in sexual assault cases, PLAINTIFF MAGAZINE, June 2010, at 2–3. 
 133. Id. at 3. 
 134. Carolina Press Collaboration, supra note 125. 
 135. See id. 
 136. See Seeking Conviction Investigative Collaboration, Seeking conviction: Sexual assault 
cases hinge on evidence gathered by police, nurses, N.C. HEALTH NEWS (Mar. 20, 2019), 
https://www.northcarolinahealthnews.org/2019/03/20/seeking-conviction-sexual-assault-
cases-hinge-on-evidence-gathered-by-police-nurses. 
 137. Carolina Press Collaboration, supra note 125. 
 138. See Seeking Conviction Investigative Collaboration, supra note 136 (“It is rare to 
have a witness for a sexual assault.”). 
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corroborating testimony can be problematic; no one is available to 
speak to what actually happened behind closed doors.139 For this 
reason, social media and interactions between the survivor and per-
petrator (such as saved conversations via text messaging) could per-
suade a jury that the survivor is not telling the truth about the sexual 
encounter.140 

Additionally, the legal definition of “consent” is clear based 
upon the language of the statute; in North Carolina, a sexual act is 
nonconsensual if it is done “by force and against the will of the 
other person.”141 However, consent is difficult to prove with physical 
evidence.142 Giving consent involves verbal and non-verbal commu-
nication in which both parties actively and voluntarily agree to en-
gage in sexual activity.143 Without physical evidence available to 
speak to this communication between the parties, determining 
whether consent was obtained can be challenging.144 

Further, the vast majority of sexual assaults are not commit-
ted by strangers; most of the time, the victim and defendant have 
some sort of close personal relationship.145 Jurors are less likely to 
return a verdict against an assailant when the victim and assailant 
knew each other before the assault took place.146 

B. Strong Stigma Surrounding Sexual Behavior 

According to the North Carolina Coalition Against Sexual 
Assault, there remains a strong stigma surrounding discussions 
about sexual behavior.147 Sexual assault victims may be partially 
blamed for their assaults based on decisions they made; these in-
clude the victim’s decision to drink alcohol, the victim’s level of 

 
 139. Id. 
 140. Id. (“[T]here might be video and text messages that can establish a timeline or 
provide information that corroborates what an accuser alleges happened.”). 
 141. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 14-27.21(a). 
 142. See Seeking Conviction Investigative Collaboration, supra note 136. 
 143. What Consent Looks Like, RAPE, ABUSE & INCEST NAT’L NETWORK, 
https://www.rainn.org/articles/what-is-consent (last visited Aug. 31, 2020). 
 144. See Legal Role of Consent, RAPE, ABUSE & INCEST NAT’L NETWORK, 
https://www.rainn.org/articles/legal-role-consent (last visited Aug. 31, 2020). 
 145. Perpetrators of Sexual Violence: Statistics, RAPE, ABUSE & INCEST NAT’L NETWORK, 
https://www.rainn.org/statistics/perpetrators-sexual-violence (last visited Aug. 31, 2020). 
 146. See Stahl et al., supra note 112. 
 147. Erik Ortiz, North Carolina lawmakers close sexual assault loophole dating back four dec-
ades, NBC NEWS (Oct. 31, 2019, 5:20 PM), https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-
news/north-carolina-lawmakers-close-sexual-assault-loophole-dating-back-four-n1074901. 
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intoxication, whether the victim was alone or with a group of peo-
ple, how late at night the victim remained in public, or what the 
victim was wearing.148 

This “victim blaming” can be changed through public policy 
initiatives that confront myths about sexual assault and discuss the 
realities of sexual behavior.149 Internet movements such as the “Me 
Too” movement or the trending Twitter hashtag “#WhyIDid-
ntReport” encourage survivors of sexual assault to speak out about 
their experiences, thus actively combatting the current stigmas.150 

C. Proposed “Solutions” 

To help alleviate the traumatizing effect of sexual assault 
prosecution and other criminal victimization reporting, statutes 
provide victims with certain rights.151 Under North Carolina Gen-
eral Statute § 15A-830.5, victims of crime shall be treated with dig-
nity and respect by the criminal justice system.152 A victim is granted 
various rights by law to ensure that the judicial process is as fair, 
equitable, and tolerable as possible.153 These laws may also alleviate 
some of the anxiety surrounding the justice system or the fear of 
retribution.154 Victims have the right to be given information re-
garding the crime committed; the right to receive information 
about the conviction and sentence of the accused; and the right to 
be informed when the accused is released.155 This amendment is 
intended to encourage reporting of criminal victimization.156 

 
 148. Claire R. Gravelin et al., Blaming the Victim of Acquaintance Rape: Individual, Situa-
tional, and Sociocultural Factors, 9 FRONTIERS IN PSYCHOL. 1, 4 (2019). 
 149. Alanna Vagianos, Art Exhibit Powerfully Answers The Question ‘What Were You Wear-
ing?’, HUFFPOST (Sept. 15, 2017, 5:22 PM), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/powerful-art-
exhibit-powerfully-answers-the-question-what-were-you-wear-
ing_n_59baddd2e4b02da0e1405d2a. 
 150. Over 700,000 men and woman take to Twitter to share why they didn’t report sexual assault, 
WDTV (Sep. 24, 2018, 4:30 PM), https://www.wdtv.com/content/news/Over-700000-men-
and-women-take-to-Twitter-to-share-why-they-didnt-report-sexual-assault-494169381.html. 
 151. See generally N.C. GEN. STAT. § 15A-830.5 (enumerating the right of victims of sex-
ual assault). 
 152. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 15A-830.5(a). 
 153. See N.C. GEN. STAT. § 15A-830.5(b). 
 154. See DIANA BOESCH ET AL., supra note 62, at 8–10. 
 155. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 15A-830.5(b)(5)–(7). 
 156. See 8A N.C. INDEX 4TH CRIMINAL LAW § 1508 (2020). 
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To address concerns regarding delays in reporting, impact 
statements are particularly important.157 Victim impact statements 
allow for survivors, in their own words, to describe how the violent 
crime has affected them, and they can explain any reporting de-
lays.158 These statements may provide information regarding dam-
age to the victims that would otherwise have been unavailable to the 
jurors.159 It would also give credibility to the survivor in front of ju-
rors. Impact statements may also have the unintended effect of pro-
moting recovery and healing for survivors.160 

Common misunderstandings regarding what corroborating 
evidence is available requires jury instructions and expert witness 
testimony to explain what evidence is typical in these cases and what 
conduct is “normal” for a victim of sexual assault.161 Expert witness 
testimony can be used to explain why a person in shock may not 
make the decision to report the crime immediately.162 Further, ex-
pert witnesses can dispel the myth that violent crime such as rape 
happens between strangers.163 It is critical to educate the jurors 
about what conduct is normal for a victim of sexual assault. For in-
stance, it is rare that victims fight back by screaming, kicking, 
scratching, or biting.164 

Creative public policy initiatives such as the “Me Too” move-
ment can work against the strong stigma surrounding discussions 
about sexual behavior, which will alleviate some of the self-blame 
and shame that survivors feel. Consequently, this will encourage 
sexual assault survivors to consider reporting their victimization to 
the police for investigation.  

 
 
 

 

 
 157. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 15A-825(a)(9). 
 158. Janice Du Mont et al., Social Workers’ Perspective on the Victim Impact Statements in 
Cases of Sexual Assault in Canada, 18 WOMEN & CRIM. JUST. 1, 4–5 (2007). 
 159. See id. 
 160. See id. 
 161. See Kimberly A. Lonsway, The Use of Expert Witnesses in Cases Involving Sexual 
Assault 9–10 (2005) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with National Center on Domestic 
and Sexual Violence). 
 162. Id. at 10. 
 163. Id. at 2. 
 164. See id. at 10. 
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IV. CHANGES CAN BE IMPLEMENTED IN NORTH 

CAROLINA THAT WILL MAKE SEXUAL ASSAULT 

PROSECUTION MORE “SURVIVOR FRIENDLY,” THEREBY 

ENCOURAGING REPORTING. 

Sexual assault has been deemed “the most difficult convic-
tion” to get in the criminal justice system.165 This extremely violative 
crime impacts one in five women on college campuses, and yet the 
vast majority of perpetrators walk free.166 Sexual assaults are vastly 
underreported, and even when they are reported, they often fail in 
court because survivors face unique challenges in presenting the 
requisite proof for a conviction.167 The weaknesses of the criminal 
justice system are especially evident in the state of North Carolina, 
due to extensive reporting failures and pervasive biases evident in 
the historical development of criminal statutes and case law.168 
While it must be noted that the campus conduct system serves an 
entirely different purpose than the criminal justice system, and thus 
the two systems cannot function entirely the same, it is poignant 
that university departments seem to place a tremendous emphasis 
on fostering a compassionate, survivor-focused community to ease 
the process of reporting.169 Changes can be implemented in North 
Carolina in order to ease the process of sexual assault prosecution. 
Implementing jury instructions and expert witness testimony, em-
phasizing victim impact statements, and launching creative public 
policy initiatives can assist survivors in having a fair trial where jurors 
consider the appropriate evidence and their assailants are held ac-
countable. This would have the effect of encouraging survivors to 
report their victimization and seek healing. 

 

 
 165. See Barbara Bradley Hagerty, The Weinstein Verdict Shows Why Rape Convictions Are So 
Rare, ATLANTIC (Feb. 25, 2020, 10:40 AM), https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/ar-
chive/2020/02/rape-conviction-rare/607009. 
 166. STATISTICS ABOUT SEXUAL VIOLENCE, NAT’L SEXUAL VIOLENCE RES. CTR., INFO & 

STATS FOR JOURNALISTS (2015); Perpetrators of Sexual Violence: Statistics, supra note 145. 
 167. Perpetrators of Sexual Violence: Statistics, supra note 145. 
 168. See Mariel Padilla, North Carolina Lawmakers Pass Bill to Close Sexual Assault Loopholes, 
N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 1, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/01/us/north-carolina-sex-
ual-assault-loophole.html. 
 169. Why Schools Handle Sexual Violence Reports, KNOW YOUR IX, 
https://www.knowyourix.org/issues/schools-handle-sexual-violence-reports/ (last visited 
Aug. 29, 2020). 
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